Purpose: To determine the feasibility of pulmonary magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of neonatal lung structures enabled by combining two novel technologies: first, a 3D radial ultrashort echo time (UTE) pulse sequence capable of high spatial resolution full-chest imaging in nonsedated quiet-breathing neonates; and second, a unique, small-footprint 1.5T MRI scanner design adapted for neonatal imaging and installed within the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). Materials and Methods: Ten patients underwent MRI within the NICU, in accordance with an approved Institutional Review Board protocol. Five had clinical diagnoses of bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD), and five had putatively normal lung function. Pulmonary imaging was performed at 1.5T using 3D radial UTE and standard 3D fast gradient recalled echo (FGRE). Diagnostic quality, presence of motion artifacts, and apparent severity of lung pathology were evaluated by two radiologists. Quantitative metrics were additionally used to evaluate lung parenchymal signal. Results: UTE images showed significantly higher signal in lung parenchyma (P < 0.0001) and fewer apparent motion artifacts compared to FGRE (P 5 0.046). Pulmonary pathology was more severe in patients diagnosed with BPD relative to controls (P 5 0.001). Infants diagnosed with BPD also had significantly higher signal in lung parenchyma, measured using UTE, relative to controls (P 5 0.002).
T he rate of neonatal pulmonary morbidity is high among neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) patients 1 ; however, widely available diagnostic imaging tools are insufficient for the assessment of underlying structural pathologies in this population. Chest radiography is the most common imaging tool in the NICU, given its accessibility and effectiveness for diagnosis of acute pulmonary complications, yet its limited sensitivity to pathological progression reduces its utility for longitudinal monitoring of disease. 2 Computed tomography (CT) provides exceptional imaging of pulmonary structures including the lung parenchyma and airways and is considered the "gold standard" technique for lung imaging. However, repeated exposure to ionizing radiation carries significant risk to patient safety if used for routine or longitudinal assessment of pediatric lung disease.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a potential imaging choice for neonates since it provides 3D, highresolution imaging without ionizing radiation. Unfortunately, pulmonary MRI faces challenges for neonatal applications due to the specific anatomy of the lungs and generally limited access of NICU patients to MRI. MRI has traditionally performed poorly in the lungs because of limited parenchymal signal due to the low proton density 5 and short T Ã 2 (<2 msec) properties 6, 7 associated with the parenchymal microstructure and air-tissue interfaces of the alveoli. Furthermore, MRI is time-inefficient compared to x-ray techniques, making pulmonary MRI vulnerable to respiratory and cardiac motion (the rate of each is elevated in the neonate as compared to adults). Recent advances in ultrashort echo time (UTE) MRI with 3D radial trajectories have shown promise in addressing the challenges of pulmonary imaging in adults. [8] [9] [10] [11] These studies have demonstrated 3D whole-chest coverage, reduced sensitivity to cardiac motion, and increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), especially in the parenchymal lung tissues. Although scan times last several minutes, robust respiratory gating has been used to successfully mitigate the effect of respiratory motion on image quality in adults. 8, 10, 12 The aim of this study was to demonstrate the feasibility of a novel application of MRI in NICU patients. Specifically, our goal was the preliminary evaluation of pulmonary MRI of neonatal lung structures implemented by combining two state-of-the-art technologies that address the aforementioned challenges: first, a 3D radial UTE pulse sequence capable of high spatial resolution full-chest imaging in nonsedated, free-breathing or mechanically ventilated neonates, and second, a unique, small-footprint 1.5T MRI scanner design adapted for neonatal imaging and installed in the NICU. 13 
Materials and Methods

Facilities and Equipment
All imaging described in this work was performed in the NICU at Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center (CCHMC), which contains a unique, small-footprint 1.5T orthopedic scanner (ONI Medical Systems, currently GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI), modified for neonatal imaging.
14 It features a 21.8-cm open bore, which is reduced to either 18 cm or 16 cm in diameter after insertion of either of two quadrature birdcage body coils (the largest of which is able to accommodate infants up to $4.5 kg). The gradient system, while constructed from ONI Medical Systems hardware (70 mT/m and 300 T/m/s for gradient amplitude and slew rate, respectively), is controlled using GE HDx software that restricts the allowable gradient amplitude and slew rate to 33 mT/m and 120 T/m/s, respectively.
Patient Information
A total of 10 CCHMC NICU patients were recruited for MRI, with Institutional Review Board approval and parental informed consent. This cohort consisted of both infants with a clinical diagnosis of bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD, n 5 5) and infants without a clinical indication of respiratory dysfunction (controls, n 5 5). Diagnoses were made by a neonatologist with 5 years of experience (S.M.). BPD diagnosis criteria were based on previously published definitions. 15 This patient group partially overlaps with subject cohorts from previously published work involving either non-UTE-related MRI in neonates, 14 retrospective respiratory gating using UTE MRI, 16 or abstracts covering preliminary development of the UTE work fully described here. [17] [18] [19] Relevant demographic information is provided for each subject in Table 1 . Patient ID, which is used throughout the remainder of this Table 1 according to the overall chronological order in which scans were acquired. Prior to MRI, infants were evaluated to confirm that their condition was appropriately stable for scanning, and were then prepared for examination using the "feed and swaddle" method. 20 All subjects were imaged without intravenous contrast agents. No sedation was administered as a part of this study, although Control1 and BPD4 received sedation (midazolam) as part of a clinically ordered MRI scan that immediately preceded the research scan. Infants were equipped with standard hearing protection, and respiratory and cardiac function were monitored continuously throughout the exam. Subjects were allowed to breathe freely during scanning with the exception of BPD4, in which case an MRcompatible ventilator provided clinically indicated respiratory support. Additionally, patients BPD1 and BPD2 were on nasal cannula at the time of their MRI. Patient BPD4 also underwent a clinically ordered CT exam.
Image Acquisition
A custom 3D radial, radiofrequency (RF) spoiled UTE pulse sequence was implemented on the CCHMC NICU scanner (Fig. 1a) , employing a pulse sequence design adapted from Johnson et al 10 to conform to the spatial resolution requirements of neonatal MRI. Specific patient-wise acquisition parameters are provided in Table 2 . Patients are listed in Table 2 in overall chronological order of scan acquisition, as in Table 1 . A number of minor modifications were made to the pulse sequence originally developed for adults 10 for adaptation to neonatal imaging. The schematic diagram of the neonatal pulse sequence structure is shown in Fig. 1b . First, the readout duration was extended from 1 msec to 2 msec to improve image resolution by a factor of 2 while maintaining an adequate variable-density readout gradient pulse-shape and its associated benefits to SNR. Second, the selectively excited slab width was narrowed to 12 cm due to the smaller size of the neonatal torso relative to adults. This increased the amount of time required to refocus the through slab phase (shaded region in Fig. 1b) , and thus also increased the minimum achievable echo time (TE) to $200 msec. Compared to the 80-ms TE reported previously in adults, 10 a 200-msec TE results in an 11.3% and 5.8% relative reduction in SNR in tissues with a 1-msec and 2-msec T Ã 2 relaxation rate, respectively. Finally, view ordering was pseudorandomized to allow reconstruction from a generally arbitrary subset of all acquired data (Fig. 1c) .
Deviations between the prescribed and actual readout trajectory are generated by variations in the gradient amplitudes and timings and can lead to reduced image quality and artifacts in non-Cartesian trajectories. 21 Trajectory errors were measured from separately acquired $1-minute calibration phantom scans that followed each neonatal exam using the method described in Duyn et al. 21 Axial Cartesian 3D fast gradient recalled echo (FGRE) images were also acquired using a product sequence for comparison to the UTE images. Relevant FGRE sequence parameters were: Finally, a clinically ordered CT (Toshiba, Aquilon ONE, FC56 reconstruction kernel) was acquired without contrast in a single patient (BPD4) at inspiration with a spatial resolution of 0.39 3 0.39 3 3 mm.
Image Reconstruction
UTE data acquired during periods of intermittent bulk motion were manually identified and discarded by inspecting the repeatedly sampled center of k-space (ie, the initial point of the free induction decay) acquired as the first sample in each TR (Fig. 1d) . Iteratively estimated sampling density compensation weights 22 were applied to the data to account for nonuniformly sampled k-space, which was then interpolated onto a regular Cartesian grid. 23 Inverse Fourier transform of the regridded k-space yielded the final images.
Quantitative Analysis
Two radiologists (!8 years of experience) evaluated each of the 20 imaging datasets (10 UTE and 10 FGRE, which were anonymized and presented in random order) with respect to diagnostic image quality, apparent severity of lung parenchymal pathology, and severity of apparent motion artifacts. Diagnostic quality, specifically related to regions of the lung, was assigned a score of 1-5; scores of 1, 3, and 5 corresponded to nondiagnostic, moderate, and excellent, respectively. Degree of structural parenchymal pathology was also given a score of 1-5, ranging from none (score of 1) to severe (score of 5). Finally, apparent presence of cardiac motion artifacts were assessed separately from appearance of all other motionrelated artifacts, including artifacts related to respiratory and/or bulk motion, including blurring. Again, a score of 1-5 was assigned for each, ranging from none (score of 1) to severe (score of 5).
Parenchymal lung tissue signal was quantified by normalizing to muscle tissue signal. This was accomplished by taking the mean signal within six different regions of interest (ROIs) in the upper, middle, and lower region of each lung (each located medially along the anterior-posterior axis) and expressing them as a percentage of the mean signal within the muscle tissue. Lung parenchymal SNR was estimated by dividing the ROI means by the standard deviation of the noise in a large, background ROI. ROI placement and size were consistent between subjects and imaging sequences (ie, UTE and FGRE). Additionally, effort was made to avoid large vessels and significant regions of obvious pathology (i.e., very intense signal), when possible.
Comparison of quantitative metrics between imaging sequences and between BPD and control groups was made using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Comparisons were considered statistically significant for P < 0.05.
Results
Results from UTE acquisitions in all 10 subjects are shown in both axial and coronal planes in Fig. 2 . Diagnostic image quality was, on average, moderate-to-good (score of 3.65 6 0.93). In 9 out of 10 cases, diagnostic quality was moderate or better (score !3), while one case (BPD2, both readers) had poor diagnostic quality (score of 2); none of the UTE images were considered nondiagnostic. Note that for BPD1 the data were reconstructed at half the nominal resolution in all three axes (from 0.7 mm to 1.4 mm isotropic resolution) due to a combination of insufficient data sampling and significant bulk motion ($38,000 projections acquired, $15,000 accepted for reconstruction). At lower resolution, good parenchymal signal sensitivity was maintained in BPD1's images (63% 6 7.4% of muscle tissue across the six ROIs) and moderate-to-good diagnostic quality was achieved (scores of 3 and 4). Each reader scored Extension of scan time for later subjects was to enable retrospective motion tracking and correction in quiet-breathing infants.
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all but one of the UTE images as free of apparent cardiac motion artifacts, and all but two (both scores given by reader 1) were free of any bulk or respiratory motion artifacts. On average, scores of apparent motion artifacts were 1.1 6 0.31 and 1.15 6 0.49 for cardiac and respiratory/bulk motion, respectively. Quantitatively, parenchymal signal measurements were, on average 53% 6 9.8% of muscle signal, with a range of 38.9-81.1% across all 60 ROIs. Lung parenchymal SNR was 5.1 6 1.01, while muscle SNR was 9.98 6 2.28. Radiologist scoring of the severity of parenchymal pathology from UTE images was 2.3 6 0.48 and 3.7 6 1.06 for control and BPD patient groups, respectively. This difference was significant, with P 5 0.0013. BPD patients also showed elevated parenchymal signal (56.9% 6 10.7% of muscle signal, range of 40.0-81.1%), relative to controls (49.3% 6 7.2%, range of 38.9-62.8%). This difference was significant, with P 5 0.002.
Diagnostic quality of the 3D UTE results (3.65 6 0.93) was comparable to that obtained using the product 3D FGRE (4.05 6 1.00). These differences were not significant (P 5 0.20). Examples of both UTE and FGRE images are shown for several subjects in Fig. 3 , along with a clinically ordered CT in BPD4. First, the higher, isotropic 3D resolution of the UTE is emphasized in coronalplane reconstructions in contrast with the 3 mm throughslab resolution of the FGRE acquisition. These data also emphasize the appreciably higher parenchymal signal in UTE images. Parenchymal signal was 53% 6 9.8% (range of 38.9-81.1%) with UTE vs. 28.3% 6 10.0% (range of 14.8-65.9%) with FGRE, which are significantly different (P 5 3.81 3 10 226 ). Additionally, the absence of artifacts from respiratory and bulk motion is evident in the UTE compared to FGRE images, where minor motion artifacts are visible in the latter (Fig. 2, arrows) . Radiologist scores of cardiac motion artifacts in FGRE were very low, and effectively equivalent to those in UTE (1.1 6 0.31 for UTE, 1.2 6 0.37 for FGRE, P 5 0.64). Scores for respiratory/bulk motion artifacts, however, were on average more than 50% higher in FGRE than in UTE (1.15 6 0.49 for UTE, 1.8 6 1.32 for FGRE), with a significant difference between the two (P 5 0.046). Notably, 60% of the FGRE images had scores >1, and 40% had scores of 4 or 5 (significant to severe artifacts) from at least one reader. Spearman correlation between the scores from each radiologist was 0.76, and the scores themselves are plotted in Fig. 4 . This plot demonstrates that while scores for image quality and lung pathology have generally good agreement (90% differ by 1 point), this is not the case for scores of motion artifacts. Scores of motion artifacts only match in cases where both radiologists gave scores of 1. Table 3 provides the mean and standard deviation of the scores for each of the four evaluated categories from each radiologist independently, and with all scores combined. Bulk motion was the only category where mean scores were significantly different between the two radiologists (P 5 0.021).
Discussion
Our results demonstrate the feasibility of pulmonary UTE MRI in free-breathing, nonsedated infants in the NICU at FIGURE 3: 3D radial UTE and 3D Cartesian FGRE images in four different patients. The UTE shows considerably improved sensitivity to parenchymal signal. Structure that is apparent in FGRE data appears reliably in the UTE as well. The high isotropic resolution of the UTE images is contrasted with the 3-mm S-I resolution of the FGRE data in coronal plane reformats. Regions affected by minor apparent motion artifacts are highlighted by arrows (Control1, axial FGRE; BPD4 axial FGRE). Comparison with clinical CT (performed as part of the NICU standard of care) is also shown for BPD4 (bottom left).
high, isotropic resolutions approaching that achievable with CT. 3D radial UTE MR images of diagnostic quality were acquired successfully in all 10 NICU patients evaluated in this study. Regions of parenchymal signal inhomogeneity indicative of structural pathology were generally clearly visible. The ability to visualize fine structures is demonstrated, although more so in certain patients. Understanding the source of inconsistencies in this area is an important focus of ongoing work.
In general terms, the patients without an indication of pulmonary dysfunction have relatively homogeneous parenchymal signal throughout the lung. However, Control1 is a notable exception, with numerous regions of parenchymal signal increases, likely indicative of subclinical structural abnormalities or atelectasis. Patients diagnosed with BPD generally show regional increases (opacities) and decreases (lucencies) in parenchymal signal, likely indicative of fibrosis and/or atelectasis and alveolar simplification, respectively.
Another important finding is that the parenchymal signal as a percentage of muscle tissue in UTE images are comparable to relative attenuation between muscle and lung parenchyma in similarly aged subjects as measured by CT ($50%). 24, 25 Images acquired with UTE demonstrated increased parenchymal signal and fewer artifacts associated with bulk and respiratory motion relative to standard FGRE images, the latter of which are readily obtainable on clinical MRI systems and have been utilized previously to quantify lung disease in neonatal research studies.
14 Insensitivity to motion can be attributed to both the 3D radial trajectory 9 as well as retrospective detection of bulk motion using the center of k-space. The flexibility to retrospectively trade scan time for spatial resolution (as in BPD1) highlights another potential advantage of 3D radial UTE in the event that a large majority of data is corrupted by bulk motion in a fidgety subject or if a scan must be terminated early due to patient discomfort. Major work remains to further improve and characterize the methodology. The gradient waveform calibration discussed above, initially performed on an external phantom, is being integrated into the patient scan itself to improve the ease of use and reliability. Determining optimal acquisition parameters is crucial, particularly related to image resolution and the amount of data that must be acquired to reliably meet a clinically appropriate and consistent standard of image quality. Measurement of parenchymal T 1 and T Ã 2 in neonates is warranted to determine optimal flip angle, repetition time, and readout durations. For example, the T 1 -weighting in the images in the first nine patients is clear from the bright fat signal and is the result of using a relatively high flip angle (8-108) up until the 10 th exam (BPD5), where flip angle was reduced to 58. This value is closer to the Ernst angle of 5.58, given our TR~5 msec and assuming T 1 is similar to that in adult lung parenchyma, $1.1 sec. 26 The improvement in contrast and lung parenchymal SNR for BPD5 is some validation of this assumption, although direct measurement of T 1 in neonatal lung tissue is needed. Regional mapping of T 1 and T Ã 2 may also have clinical utility as biomarkers of developmental and disease progression.
Improved motion compensation is also an area of active development, especially to make the sequence robust to the many short intermittent bursts of bulk motion occurring in the nonsedated infant. With motion navigators derived from the radial trajectory, it is potentially feasible to retrospectively reconstruct images not only to reduce bulk motion, but at multiple lung inflation volumes throughout the respiratory cycle. 16, 18, 19 This could allow quantification Difference between bulk motion mean scores from each radiologist was significant (P < 0.05). of tidal lung volumes and regional changes in parenchymal density as a function of lung volume, potentially providing local compliance measures relative to ventilation. 27, 28 Overall, our goal was to reduce the risks of longitudinal assessment of neonatal pulmonary disease via nonionizing pulmonary MRI methods that are motion-insensitive and do not require sedation. As more hospitals install MRI scanners sited within their NICUs, the translational feasibility of neonatal MRI will increase. The proposed MRI technologies represent one solution that could improve access to routine use of MRI technology for the diagnosis and study of neonatal lung disease in NICU patients. Ultimately, MRI may have an important influence on the clinical treatment of pulmonary diseases, such as BPD, in this high-risk population.
This study has number of notable limitations. First, the UTE imaging parameters varied widely across subjects during early parameter optimization, which may confound results. Second, in contrast to CT, MRI signal in lung vs. muscle is influenced not only by the water/proton density but by the relative differences in T 1 and T Ã 2 relaxations. However, relative T 1 weighting in neonatal lung and muscle are likely not significantly different, since these have been reported to both be $1.1 sec in adults. 26, 29 In addition, T Ã 2 weighting is minimal with UTE, so the lung-to-muscle signal ratio is a good approximation of the lung-to-muscle proton density ratio. These assumptions are supported by the good agreement between these measures in UTE vs. similarly reported values from CT. 24, 25 Third, the SNR in lung parenchyma was quite low ($5 on average), primarily as a consequence of the very high UTE spatial resolution. It is possible the low SNR was a significant factor in the radiologist evaluation of diagnostic quality. Finally, the number of subjects (n 5 10) also limits the strength of the conclusions to be drawn. Furthermore, all control subjects were NICU patients. Ideally, the pulmonary MRI data collected in the BPD group would be compared to that acquired in an agematched, non-NICU control cohort.
In conclusion, we have presented results that demonstrate the feasibility of structural pulmonary UTE MRI in NICU patients, with high 3D isotropic spatial resolution. The data acquisition was facilitated by unique and state-of-the-art MRI facilities within the CCHMC NICU, which allow MRI assessment of fragile NICU patients with minimal risk. These initial results demonstrate potential for pulmonary UTE MRI to inform how clinicians understand and manage care of neonatal and pediatric pulmonary diseases.
